Any decision to require performance and payment bonds for supply or service contracts must be approved by the Chief, Contracting Office, shall be obtained prior to issuance of the solicitation. The contract file will contain complete documentation of the rationale for the decision to require bonds.

5628.106 Administration.

All performance and payment bonds and all consents of surety shall be reviewed using the Air Force form 3012 or similar format. The review and documented in the contract file. When doubt of legal sufficiency exists, legal counsel shall be sought.

5628.310 Contract Clauses for Work on a Government Installation.
(Revised August 2016)
Contracting officers shall insert a clause substantially the same as 5652.228-9000, Required
Insurance, in solicitations and contracts that include 52.228-5, Insurance - Work on a Government Installation and requiring work be performed on a government installation.

5628.370 Additional Clauses.
(Revised December 2011)

(g) For contracts utilizing the clauses specified in DFARS 228.370, paragraphs (b) and (c), the Contracting Officer is delegated the authority to appoint the Ground Flight Representative (GFR).
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